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Question Reply

 But, if the driver communicates the change, 

the passengers are relieved and stay

absolutely agree. The right people on the bus, in the right seats, 

who are still in the right bus/seats as the journey progresses with 

clear communication from the driver. Thanks Andrew

Anticipation from volunteers and organisation 

needs to be clarified 

thanks, can you clarify, do you mean expectations?

Challenge of large number of volunteers so 

need to train up leaders to look after their 

volunteers with shared vision.

Absolutely. We'll look at the concept of 'fewer more productive 

volunteers' next week. I find that more than 10-12 who I directly 

line manage is too much so we look to develop 'leaders volunteers' 

to do this

Challenges of getting team cohesion between 

geographically spread folk with different work, 

family and other commitments - particularly in 

the South East.  

Yes the same at CMF. Zoom has been very helpful and sped up our 

geographical team model to be honest, but face to face much 

missed and we try and do this annually at least pandemic-allowing!

Events are often targeted at weekends 

(Saturdays) - premium time for families in 

particular

Good point. We vary our training times to try and counter this. Our 

6-monthly conference is Sat mornings but other training often we 

alternate weekday evenings, record key content; I record some to 

YouTube videos and ask them to do it flexibly etc.

Great to recruit to our vision -- but we also 

have specific tasks to do or we're looking for 

specific skills. Putting v in the wrong role or 

task damages them 

Thanks for this, I completely agree. We have to get to the specifics 

of the role and look at expectations around it to ensure it's right for 

them and our organisation. I have found that setting expectations 

is so, so important. It might see people say no, or take more time at 

the outset but I have found it saves time and heartache later

How do you communicate the internal vision 

re: serving God to staff and volunteers who 

are not believers?

Great question. So to our Christian staff I drip feed this in. We have 

found that making part of my role 'volunteers' then it doesn't get 

overlooked when we get department updates or when we share 

together. I deliberately do this every 6 months, cover it at away 

days etc to keep that going. At CMF we generally ask for Christians 

to volunteer because of the nature of our work. If anyone else has 

ideas for how to do this with non-Christians please share. I would 

personally not shy away of explaining why I do what I do. In 

hospital when I speak with non-Christians I will often ask about 

their heart to serve and link that back to the idea that we are all 

made in God's image with a purpose and that they are expressing 

that as I am, but perhaps wouldn't attribute it as such. Knowing 

where to draw lines is helpful - what level of volunteering are we 

asking for and whether the person needs to be a Christian to serve 

at that level (e.g. serving teas at church vs leading worship)

How do you start groups in areas of the 

country where you don't have much current 

impact - how do you get that initial contact?  

(noticed gaps in Wales and NI)

Great question. So Wales we are about to start something actually. 

I have found it's about often waiting and praying for the right 

person to emerge. That can't be forced and often surprises me. So 

I will go and give a vision cast (online nowadays) and then find I ask 

people directly (medics seem to want to be asked specifically) if 

they would consider a certain role

How do you support younger volunteers who 

serve for a short period or to advance their 

CV? 

So at CMF we have a lot of this. I am careful to check that they do 

resonate with what we do and it isn't just for their CV. We have 

standardised letter templates so they can put in their portfolio that 

they volunteered. We seek to invest in them - most of our 

'younger' volunteers want to be taught and we offer that through a 

teaching programme. We offer to all but I find that the younger 

folk attend more; we get more of our experienced/mature 

volunteers to teach at these of course

We talked about keeping young people as 

volunteers. Slot of our best volunteers seem to 

be older people

Thanks, yes I agree very similar for us at CMF still. We have a 

number of folk who are peri-retirement who work part time in 

healthcare and give some time to CMF especially in mentoring and 

training roles. 

Would it be possible to meet once every so 

often to discuss a specific question around 

managing volunteers?

Sandy replying to this question: this is something we could 

definitely consider going forward with GC and chat further with 

John. We'll add a question about this to the feedback form so we 

can gauge who would be interested. Thanks


